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purpose from the beginning. During the year the children
supplement published books with their own reading material
consisting of charts, booklets, and a class newspaper describ-
ing their activities. For the newspaper the children fre-
quently bring items of interest found in the daily papers.
After about two months primers are introduced. Library
reading follows as soon as the children have gained sufficient
reading skill and independence. In succeeding grades some
essential group task, such as running the school post office
and store, printing by hand reading material for a younger
group, and doing the school printing supplies genuine mo-
tivation for acquiring proficiency in all the tool subjects.
Methods of Teaching Reading. — About two centuries
ago the law of satisfaction was applied to the learning of
reading by having the alphabet stamped out in seductive
gingerbread:
And that the child may learn the better,
As he can name, he eats the letter.
Block and other letter games were devised with the idea
that the child might play himself into reading. The Oriental
method of learning to read consisted of putting in the little
child's hands a book which he repeated in concert with his
fellow pupils until he knew it by heart.
What is the best method of teaching reading? There is
no one best method. The method used must be appropriate
for the child who is taught. It is "willing effort" that
makes a child who is ready to read learn fast. A combina-
tion of approved methods should give the best results. One
group of children was taught by first telling the story in such
a way as to arouse interest in it. Next the new words were
written on the board and the children given a phonetic drill
on each. After all the new words had been studied, the
children read the selection orally and were drilled in locat-
ing certain lines. A similar group of children were taught
by allowing them to attempt to read very interesting ma-
terial, to get meaning and enjoyment from it. Lines, phrases,
and finally words were studied individually as the need for

